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Nonrigidity, delocalization, spatial confinement and electronic-vibrational
spectroscopy of anthracene–helium clusters

Andreas Heidenreich, Uzi Even, and Joshua Jortner
School of Chemistry, Tel Aviv University, Ramat Aviv, 69978 Tel Aviv, Israel

~Received 29 January 2001; accepted 19 July 2001!

In this paper we present quantum mechanical calculations for the energetics, nuclear dynamics,
spectral shifts, and vibrational level structure of anthracene•Hen (n51,2) clusters in the ground
(S0) and in the first spin-allowed excited (S1) electronic states. The anthracene–He potential in the
S0 state was described in terms of a sum of Lennard-Jones atom–atom potentials, while the potential
in theS1 state also included changes in dispersive energy and in repulsive interactions. Variational
calculations were conducted for anthracene•He1. For anthracene•He2 we carried out configuration
interaction calculations with the wave functions consisting of Hartree products, accounting for
boson permutation symmetry. Extensive, anisotropic, one-dimensional spatial delocalization of the
He atoms on the anthracene microsurface, which originates from large-scale confinement by the
aromatic molecule, is exhibited, being further enhanced by repulsive interactions in theS1 state and
by the He–He repulsion. The anomalous size-dependence of the~red! spectral shifts for theS0

→S1 electronic origin arises from mutually canceling dispersive and repulsive contributions which,
together with the electronic-vibrational level structure, manifest quantum effects of anisotropic
spatial delocalization, confinement and He–He interaction in nonrigid clusters. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1401816#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cluster chemical physics focuses on the structure,
mer stereochemistry, electronic and nuclear level struct
spectroscopy, intrastate and interstate dynamics, electro
nuclear response and chemical reactivity of large, fin
systems.1–3 Central issues in this research area pertain to
bridging between molecular, surface and condensed p
systems4 and to the utilization of cluster size equations4 as
scaling laws5 for the nuclear/electronic response of nan
structures. Notable recent developments in this broad in
disciplinary research area pertain to the exploration of qu
tum clusters, where the nuclear dynamics is dominated
quantum effects. Landmark examples involve (4He)n (n
>2) and (3He)n (n>25) quantum clusters, which exhib
large zero-point energy motion, being liquid down toT50
and manifest boson~for 4He! or fermion ~for 3He! permuta-
tion symmetry.6–19 Of considerable interest in this context
the phenomenon of superfluidity of boson (4He)n finite
clusters.18–23 The structure and nuclear dynamics of lar
clusters of (4He)n (n.103– 105) were explored by the use o
microscopic spectroscopic probes~e.g., dopant atoms o
molecules20–23! or of a transport probe~e.g., an electron
bubble21!, which provided compelling experimental eviden
for superfluidity at 0.4 K.20–30These experiments confirme
the conclusions from quantum path integral simulations
the collective excitations spectra and the superfluid frac
in smaller (4He)n ~n564 and 128! clusters.18

A variety of molecules have been spectroscopically st
ied in (4He)n clusters. The smaller species, e.g., OCS,23,24

SF6,
25 and linear monomers26,27studied by infrared spectros

copy provided information on the nature of local solvation
a superfluid.28–30The larger molecules, e.g., glyoxal,21 inter-
10170021-9606/2001/115(22)/10175/11/$18.00
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rogated by electronic spectroscopy provided evidence fo
gap between the zero phonon line and the phonon sideb
due to the excitation of rotons in the superfluid cluste21

Large organic aromatic molecules, e.g., tetracene and pe
cene in (4He)n clusters31 provide new avenues for the inte
rogation of local superfluid solvation on molecular microsu
faces. The electronic origin of tetracene in4He clusters at 0.4
K revealed splitting~;1 cm21! of the zero phonon line,31

which cannot be attributed to a rotational structure, and w
conjectured to arise from some kind of isomeric species.20,31

These studies of molecular probes for superfluidity in4He
droplets raise a renewed interest in aromatic-molecule•

4He
clusters. Aromatic molecule rare-gas heteroclusters M•~Rg!n

~M5benzene, anthracene, tetracene, pentacene and Rg[Ne,
Ar, Kr, Xe! have been extensively studied during the last t
decades1,32–35 for the elucidation of structural spectroscop
and dynamic facets of microscopic solvation phenomena
the details of low-temperature rare-gas interactions wit
graphite related microsurface, and of the structure and na
of structural isomers for an energy landscape character
by multiple potentials minima.4He atoms bound to aromati
molecules,36–51 constitute the extension of the M•Rg cluster
family to the realm of nuclear quantum finite systems. N
table electronic-vibrational spectroscopic studies
benzene•Hen (n51,2),36,37 2,3-dimethyl naphthalene•He,48

and cyclopentadienyl•He radical51 provided information on
the cluster geometry, the van der Waals bond length, vib
tional excitations and spectral shifts. The recent spec
scopic studies of Even and co-workers49,50 on
naphthalene•Hen , anthracene•Hen , and tetracene•Hen (n
51 – 10) in supersonic jets atT50.4 K, provided extensive
information on abnormal spectral shifts of the electronic o
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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gin of the S0→S1 transition and on the vibrational leve
structure in theS1 electronic state of these clusters.

Aromatic molecule–He (M•Hen) clusters are expecte
to exhibit some unique features due to nuclear quantum
fects arising from large zero-point energy motion. These
manifested in the extensive delocalization of the He ato
on the aromatic microsurface and in the nonrigidity of t
cluster donor toT50. Concurrently, large-scale confineme
effects will prevail, with the large-amplitude motion of th
He atoms in M•Hen clusters being confined both vertical
by the restoring force of the aromatic molecule and horiz
tally by the nuclear framework of the aromatic microsurfa
Finally, the effects of boson~for 4He! or fermion ~for 3He!
permutation symmetry on energetics, nuclear dynamics,
collective excitations~for sufficiently large, low-temperature
clusters! will be important. On the theoretical front, the d
localization of the He atom on the aromatic microsurface
excited vibrational states of 2,3-dimethyl naphthalene•He
clusters was inferred by Bachet al.48 from quantum me-
chanical calculations. Kwon and Whaley52 conducted quan-
tum path integral Monte Carlo simulations of benzene•He39

clusters over the temperature range 0.6–5 K, demonstra
the near complete localization of two helium atoms abo
and below the benzene ring. This classical-like spatial loc
ization is consistent with the experimental spectroscopic
terminations of the structure and bond length of benzene•Hen

(n51,2) ~Refs. 36, 37! and of cyclopentadienyl•He ~Ref.
51! clusters. These conclusions are in an apparent dichot
with the notion of large-scale nuclear motion and nonrigid
of M•Hen clusters. However, in these He clusters, contain
a single aromatic ring, the manifestations of horizontal~and
vertical! confinement may be sufficient to attain nearly-rig
structures, whose spatial~averaged! configurations are ame
nable to study by the traditional methods of high-resolut
spectroscopy. It thus appears that the manifestations of
tial delocalization should be explored in M•Hen clusters con-
taining large aromatic molecules, e.g., anthracene and
racene. We present quantum mechanical calculations for
energetics and nuclear dynamics of anthracene•Hen (n
51,2) clusters in the ground electronic state (S0) and in the
first spin-allowed electronically excited state (S1). The ge-
ometries and topologies of the potential energy surfaces w
constructed from pairwise interactions, which provide co
siderable insight into the nature of the nuclear-electro
level structure of these systems. Our studies of these l
aromatic microsurfaces reveal extensive spatial anisotr
delocalization of He atoms at the ground vibrational lev
both in theS0 andS1 electronic states, bringing up the notio
of nonrigid M•Hen clusters. We shall account for the anom
lous spectral shifts and for the vibrational level structure
the electronic-vibrational excitations of anthracene•Hen (n
51 – 4) clusters,49,50 elucidating the implication of spatia
delocalization, of horizontal large scale nuclear motion a
of He–He interactions in these floppy quantum clusters.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Potentials

For nonrigid clusters, e.g., anthracene•(He)n , whose
(He)n subpart is expected to be subjected to spatial delo
Downloaded 05 Feb 2009 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ization even at 0 K, the symmetry of the nuclear Hamiltoni
~within the framework of the Born–Oppenheimer separat
of electronic and nuclear motion! is determined by the sym
metry of the confining rigid nuclear framework of the ar
matic molecule and by the permutation group of the indist
guishable He nuclei.

In our calculations of the energetics, spectral shifts a
vibrational level structure of anthracene•He1 and
anthracene•He2 clusters we kept the anthracene molecu
rigid and spatially fixed. In the ground electronic stateS0 of
anthracene, the anthracene-He potentialV0 was described in
terms of a sum of atom–atom Lennard-Jones 6–12 po
tials. We have utilized the potential parameterssC–He

53.099 Å, «C–He513.92 cm21, sH–He52.903 Å, and
«H–He55.761 cm21, which were taken from the study o
Lim53 on vibrational energy transfer in He–toluene. The
potential parameters for the He–aromatic molecule inter
tion are more adequate than those based on the
hydrogenated diamond interaction,54–57 which we used in
our preliminary calculations.58 The anthracene•He potential
V1 in the S1 electronically excited state of anthracene
given by

V15V01VDSS1DVLJ , ~1!

whereVDSS is the change in the dispersive energy betwe
the S1 andS0 electronic states, which was calculated by t
dispersive spectral shift theory of Shalev and Jortner,34,35be-
ing given by

VDSS52h~e2/2!aAF̄(
l 51

n

(
a,b

Sab
~ l ! Gab , ~2!

whereaA50.204 Å ~Refs. 3 and 59! is the polarizability of
the He atom,F̄524.5 eV its ionization energy,Sab

( l ) repre-
sents a geometric factor for the interaction of the C atoma
andb of the aromatic molecule with thel th He atom, while
Gab contains the contribution of the transition monopoles
the C atomsa andb of the aromatic molecule.34,35The scal-
ing parameterh in Eq. ~2! was chosen, in accord with pre
vious calculations for heavy rare gas clusters,34,35 as h
50.6. While for heavy rare gas–aromatic molecule clust
the dispersive contribution, Eq.~2!, dominates the~red! spec-
tral shift,35 in the case of the anthracene•He1 cluster the dis-
persive contribution to the~red! spectral shift VDSS

5211.0 cm21, estimated from Eq.~1!, is by a numerical
factor of '7 higher than the experimental spectral shift49,50

of dn1521.6 cm21. This unusual behavior is due to th
smaller C–He equilibrium distance, so that repulsive con
butions can play a larger role in the excited state poten
We therefore introduced the termDVLJ in Eq. ~1!, which
represents the difference between the Lennard-Jones re
sive term of theS1 andS0 states,

DVLJ54«
sex

122s12

R12 , ~3!

with the excited state parametersex. We chose sex

51.0285s for the carbon atoms in the 9, 10 positions. Th
parametersex ~together withh! was taken to fit the experi
mental spectral shift of anthracene•He1. For the He–He po-
tential we used theab initio potentials of Voset al.60 and of
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Ceperley and Partridge61 tabulated and reviewed by Aziz an
Slaman.62 While the potential values of Voset al. ~in Ref. 62
denoted as VVVVR! describe interatomic distancesR
>3.0 a.u., the results of Ceperley and Partridge address
range 1.0 a.u.<R<3.0 a.u. We employed a linear combin
tion of three Gaussian functions,

V~R!5(
i 51

3

gi exp~2R2/2g i
2! ~4!

centered atR50 to interpolate the tabulated potential valu
and to extrapolate them to interatomic distances of less
1 a.u. Although several more sophisticated functional for
have been proposed62 to fit the ab initio data, we chose the
simpler linear combination of Gaussians with respect to
analytical solution of the two-particle integrals in a subs
quent work. The expansion coefficients and Gaussian ex
nents were obtained by a least squares fit and are give
Table I. Figure 1 shows the fitted potential together with
ab initio data points. The fit to theab initio data is excellent
with deviations of 0.5 cm21 at the potential minimum~where
V527.6 cm21!, and of 1700 cm21 at 1 a.u. ~where V
52.03•105 cm21!.

B. Variational calculations for anthracene "He1

For anthracene•He1 ~An•He1! we have performed varia
tional calculations, using the following wave functio
C(x,y,z) of the helium atom in the potential well of th
aromatic molecule,

C~x,y,z!5 (
m51

n

cmfm~x,y,z!, ~5!

TABLE I. Expansion coefficientsgi and Gaussian exponentsg i of the
Gaussian expansion of the He–He potential, Eq.~4!.

No. gi /a.u. g i /a.u.

1 1.98600 0.710680
2 0.25131 1.212015
3 21.7627531024 3.205385
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wherecm are the linear expansion coefficients.x and y de-
note the short and the long molecular axis, respectively, w
the center-of-mass of the anthracene molecule as the o
of the coordinate system. At present, in all calculations
An•He1 and An•He2, the coordinatez perpendicular to the
molecular plane is restricted to values>0. As a consequence
of the limitationz>0, the point group of the An•Hen system
is C2v . The three-dimensional~3D! basis functions
fm(x,y,z) are taken as products of one-dimensional~1D!
functions,

fm~x,y,z!5fmx~x!fmy~y!fmz~z!. ~6!

The 1D functionsfmx(x), fmy(y), andfmz(z) are the nu-
merical solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation for one-
dimensional cuts Vy50,z5opt(x), Vx50,z5opt(y), and
Vx50,y50(z) of the intermolecular potentialV0(x,y,z) of the
ground electronic state of anthracene. Specifically, the c
V(x) and V(y) were taken for fixed values ofy50 andx
50, respectively, and thez coordinate was optimized with
respect to the minimum potential energy. The cutV(z) was
taken atx50, y50. Figure 2 shows the 1D cutsV(x), V(y),
andV(z) of the anthracene electronic ground state poten
together with the lowest 1D eigenfunctions and their eig
values. Since the 1D functions are orthonormal, so are
3D product functions, Eq.~6!, which also form an orthonor-
mal basis set. Each 3D basis function is completely cha
terized by the triple (mx ,my ,mz) 1D quantum numbers. As
indicated in Fig. 2~c! the 1D basis functions were considere
only for z.0, i.e., tunneling or side crossing was disregard
in the linear variational calculations. The kinetic and pote
tial energy integrals were calculated numerically.

Our variational calculations for An•He1 involve 165 3D
basis functions, spanning all possible triples (mx ,my ,mz) for
0<mx<4, 0<my<10, and 0<mz<2. This basis set, derived
from the 1D cuts of the ground electronic state poten
V0(x,y,z), also served in the variational calculations of t
S1 state with the potential given by Eq.~1!.

More extensive calculations were also conducted. T
calculations for anthracene•He1 involving both sides of the
aromatic molecule and large basis sets of up to 1200
~Lowdin orthogonalized! basis functions, consisting of ou
original basis set and additional Gaussian functions, w
-

t

FIG. 1. The He–He potential.~a! The entire potential
curve.~b! A magnified part at the minimum of the po
tential curve. The data points represent the tabulatedab
initio data~Refs. 60–62! and the solid curves represen
the Gaussian fit, Eq.~4!.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. One-dimensional cuts of the anthracene–helium ground electronic state potential along thex, y, andz axes. For the cut~a! along thex axis,y was set
to 0 and thez coordinate was optimized according to the minimum potential energy for the givenx, y pair. Cut~b! along they axis was taken atx50 with
the z coordinate optimized. The 1D cut~c! along thez axis was obtained forx50 andy50. The 1D eigenfunctions, which served as basis functions in
subsequent variational calculations, are included in the diagrams; their eigenvaluesEI are given relative to the minimum potential energy2138.1 cm21. To
compare the spatial extension of the 1D wave functions in thex andy directions with the size of the molecule, the anthracene molecule~b! and its central ring
~a! have been included at the same scale.
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conducted. These calculations led to similar~within 1 cm21)
ground state energies, while the spectral shift, the transi
energies and the Franck–Condon factors are relatively l
effected. Side crossing or tunneling was not found to hav
notable influence on transition energies in the energy ra
of interest ~'40 cm21!, as the addition of basis function
located in the molecular plane, but beyond the hydrogen
oms, showed.

C. Configuration interaction calculations
for anthracene "He2

For the An•He2 cluster we have performed configuratio
interaction~CI! calculations. The nuclear wave function w
taken as a linear combination of symmetrized Hartree pr
ucts ~‘‘permanents’’! Da(1,2), so that

C~1,2!5(
a

~caDa~1,2!! ~7!

with 1 and 2 denoting the Cartesian coordinates of heli
atoms 1 and 2,

Da~1,2!5
1

ANa
(
P51

2! S P̂)
m

~fm! D , ~8!

whereNa is the normalization integral of the permanent a
P̂ is the permutation operator. Each permanent is built up
the 3D basis functionsfm defined in Sec. II B and is spin~0!
and symmetry adapted. For a two-boson system there
two types of permanents, denoted here as type 1,D1(m,m),
or type 2,D2(m,n), respectively, which are constructed e
ther from identical 3D functions,fm , or from different 3D
functionsfm andfn ,
Downloaded 05 Feb 2009 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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D1~m,m!5fm~1!fm~2!, ~9!

D2~m,n!5
1

&
~fm~1!fn~2!1fn~1!fm~2!!. ~10!

The notation of Eqs.~9! and ~10! stresses the occupation o
3D basis functions, rather than the dependence on the ato
coordinates of helium atoms 1 and 2, cf. Eqs.~7! and ~8!.
The Hamiltonian of the An•He2 system is

Ĥ5ĥ~1!1ĥ~2!1ĝ~1,2!, ~11!

where ĥ(1) and ĥ(2) are the one-particle operators, whic
consist of the kinetic energy operators of the helium ato
and the potential energy operator of the helium in the field
the aromatic molecule.ĝ(1,2) is the two-particle potentia
energy operator between the two helium atoms, for which
superposition of Gaussians, Eq.~4!, was taken~Sec. II A!.
The matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in the basis of t
permanents, Eq.~8!, are

^D1~m,m!uĤuD18~n,n!&52hmndmn1~mnumn!, ~12!

^D2~m,n!uĤuD28~l,s!&

5hmldns1hmsdnl1hnldms1hnsdml

1~mluns!1~msunl!, ~13!

^D1~m,m!uĤuD2~l,s!&

5&@hmldms1hmsdml1~mlums!#, ~14!

with

hmn5E dt1fm~1!ĥ~1!fn~1! ~15!
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Contour plots of the probability density of th
helium atom on the anthracene molecular surface
the vibrational ground states of anthracene•He1, ~a! for
the S0 and ~b! for the S1 state.
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~mnuls!5E dt1E dt2fm~1!fn~1!ĝ~1,2!

3fl~2!fs~2!, ~16!

wheret1 andt2 denote the entire three-dimensional defi
tion range of helium atoms 1 and 2, respectively.

All the one- and two-particle integrals were solved n
merically, exploiting theC2v symmetry of the confining one
sided, rigid anthracene nuclear framework. The large num
of two-particle integrals requires that the numerical solut
is very efficient. The two-particle integrals are sixfold int
grals, ruling out a numerical solution at first glance. Ho
ever, the two-body potentialg(1,2) depends on a coordina
difference, so that the sixfold integrals can be factorized i
a threefold integral and three single integrals,

E
2`

`

dx1E
2`

`

dy1E
2`

`

dz1E
2`

`

dx2E
2`

`

dy2E
2`

`

dz2fmx~x1!

3fmy~y1!fmz~z1!fnx~x1!fny~y1!fnz~z1!

3g~x22x1 ,y22y1 ,z22z1!flx~x2!fly~y2!

3flz~z2!fsx~x2!fsy~y2!fsz~z2!

5E
2`

`

dxE
2`

`

dyE
2`

`

dzg~x,y,z!Fx~x!Fy~y!Fz~z!,

~17!

with x5x22x1 , y5y22y1 , z5z22z1 , and the cross-
correlation functionsFx(x), Fy(y), Fz(z), e.g.,

Fx~x!5E
2`

`

dx1fmx~x1!fnx~x1!

3flx~x11x!fsx~x11x!. ~18!

In order to reduce the computational demand of each th
dimensional integral, Eq.~17!, the integration limit was trun-
cated as much as possible, making use of the fact
Downloaded 05 Feb 2009 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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g(x,y,z) acts as a damping factor of the products of the th
cross-correlation functions. For the present calculation
integration was limited from22.55 Å to12.55 Å. This trun-
cation of the integration limit is justified by the fact that th
repulsive part of the He–He potential gives the domin
contribution to the He–He integrals, and that the attract
He–He interaction is weak compared to the anthracene
interactions.

Our CI calculation involved 165 3D basis function
spanning the 1D quantum numbers 0<mx<4, 0<my<10,
and 0<mz<2. From these 3D basis functions all possib
permanents have been generated, resulting in'3600 perma-
nents and'2.3•107 He–He integrals for each symmetr
type of the point groupC2v .

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Spatial delocalization of He atoms

For the anthracene•He1 ~1u0! configuration, the nuclea
wave function of the vibrational ground state consists alm
exclusively off000 ~coefficient 0.99 and 0.95 for theS0 and
S1 electronic states, respectively!. A cursory examination of
the three 1D components of this ground state vibratio
wave function~Fig. 2! reveals that the energy of the heliu
atom in the long axisy direction is located below the doubl
minimum of the two outer rings and no tunneling splitting
exhibited for the motion along the long~y! in plane axis.
Figure 3 shows the probability densityP(x,y) of the helium
atom on the anthracene surface for the~1u0! configuration,

P~x,y!5E
0

`

dzC2~x,y,z!. ~19!

While in the ground vibrational level of theS0 state the
helium atom is mainly located over the central ring, in t
ground vibrational level of theS1 state the density is shifted
towards the outer rings. The probability density can be ch
acterized by its standard deviations^Dx2&1/2, ^Dy2&1/2, and
^Dz2&1/2 in the x, y, andz directions, respectively. The stan
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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dard deviations for theS0 and S1 states are displayed i
Table II. These parameters can be taken as a measu
nonrigidity in the ground vibrational state ofS0 andS1 . The
He atom is grossly delocalized~at T50! in both theS0 and
the S1 states. The horizontal spatial delocalization along
long y axis is especially large~Table II!. We also note the
considerable spread of the density in theS1 state relative to
theS0 state in they direction, while remaining unchanged i
the x and z directions. The delocalization in they direction
across the central ring of the anthracene molecule is la
~Fig. 3!, increasing from ^Dy2&1/250.75 Å in S0 to
^Dy2&1/250.99 Å in S1 ~Table II!. The enhanced spread o
the vibrational ground state density in theS1 state along the
y axis can be readily understood from a contour plot of
difference potentialDV5V12V0 , i.e., a contour plot of the
spectral shift, Fig. 4. Due to the enhanced repulsion at th
10 carbon atoms, the contour plot shows positive poten
differences in the central ring, causing a decrease of
probability density in this region.

For the An•He2 one-sided~2u0! configuration extensive
mixings of the permanents are exhibited for the ground
brational levels of theS0 andS1 states, with the major con
tributions to the wave function being 0.45D(f0,0,0f0,2,0)
2 0.52D(f0, 1, 0f0, 1, 0) 2 0.40D(f0, 1, 0f0, 3, 0) 1 0.46D
(f0,2,0f0,2,0) for the S0 state and 0.41D(f0,0,0f0,2,0)

TABLE II. Anisotropic spatial delocalization of He atoms on anthracene
the ground vibrational state of theS0 andS1 electronic states.

Standard
deviation

~Å!

Anthracene•He1 Anthracene•He2

S0 S1 S0 S1

^Dx2&1/2 0.55 0.54 0.60 0.57
^Dy2&1/2 0.75 0.99 1.91 1.96
^Dz2&1/2 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.31

First moment̂ z&
~Å!

3.33 3.36 3.35 3.34
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2 0.52D(f0, 1, 0f0, 1, 0)2 0.44D(f0, 1, 0f0, 3, 0) 1 0.51D
(f0,2,0f0,2,0) for the S1 state. The coefficient of the
D(f0,0,0f0,0,0) configuration in the vibrational ground sta
wave function for both theS0 and theS1 state is small
~'0.1! due to the large He–He repulsion. Figure 5 shows
one-particle densityP(x,y) for the ~2u0! configuration,

P~x,y!5P~x1 ,y1!52E
0

`

dz1E
2`

`

dx2E
2`

`

dy2E
0

`

dz2

3C2~x1 ,y1 ,z1x2 ,y2 ,z2!. ~20!

Due to the He–He repulsion,P(x,y) is delocalized over the
three aromatic rings in they direction already in the ground
electronic state. The spatial delocalization is even sligh
enhanced in theS1 state. The standard deviations in thex, y,
andz directions are summarized in Table II.

The one-particle densities allow for the observation a
quantification of extensive anisotropic spatial delocalizat
of the He atoms on the anthracene microsurface in
ground vibrational state of anthracene•Hen (n51,2) clusters,
both in theS0 andS1 electronic states. The spatial deloca
ization of both one or two He atoms along the perpendicu
z axis, i.e.,^Dz2&1/250.3 Å, is quite substantial, but is con
fined by the strong restoring force of the aromatic fram
Similarly, the spatial delocalization for both the~1u0! and
~2u0! configurations along the short horizontalx axis, i.e.,
^Dx2&1/250.5420.60 Å, is confined by the horizonta
nuclear framework of a single aromatic ring. We also no
that the He–He repulsion in the~2u0! configuration does no
markedly modify the spatial delocalization across thez andx
axes in large aromatic molecules, which are dominated
the vertical~z! and horizontal~x! confinement. The physica
situation is drastically different for the large scale horizon
motion along the longy axis on the microsurface of larg
aromatics, which reveals a considerable sensitivity to the
pulsive interactions with the large aromatic frame f
FIG. 4. The contour plot of the difference potentialDV5V12V0 on the anthracene molecular surface. For each point in thex, y plane thez coordinate was
optimized according to the minimum potential energy at that point.~a! The total difference potential,~b! the dispersive, and~c! the repulsive contributions to
the difference potential.
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FIG. 5. Contour plots of the one-particle densities
the helium atom on the anthracene molecular surfa
for the vibrational ground states of anthracene•He2, ~a!
for the S0 state and~b! for the S1 state.
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An•He1, discussed above, and to the effects of He–He re
sion for An•He2. The one-particle probability density alon
the y axis for An•He2 ~Fig. 5! reveals delocalization acros
the two terminal aromatic rings of the anthracene molec
The pushing of the delocalized probability density from t
central ring for An•He1 to the two center rings for An•He2 is
induced by the strong He–He repulsive interactions
An•He2. This delocalization along the longy axis is de-
scribed by the second central moments^Dy2&1/251.91 Å for
theS0 state and̂ Dy2&1/251.96 Å for theS1 state. The small
increase of^Dy2&1/2 in the electronically excited state o
An•He2 manifests the dominating role of the He–He rep
sions, which overwhelm the change of the repulsive inter
tion with the large aromatic frame in theS1 state.

B. Spectral shifts

Evenet al. observed49,50 an anomalous size dependen
of the spectral shifts of theS0→S1 electronic origin of
anthracene•Hen (n51 – 4) clusters, which correspond to th
lowest-energy excitation of each mass-selected cluster~Fig.
6! are to the red, manifesting the dominance of dispers
interactions fordn. The n51 cluster reveals a low value o
dn1521.6 cm21, which was attributed to the one-side
~1u0! structure.49 The configurations of larger clusters (n
52 – 4) were inferred49 on the basis of additivity rules fo
spectral shifts.49 The n52 cluster, withdn2523.2 cm21,
was assigned49 to the two-sided~1u1! cluster in view of the
additivity relation dn252dn1 . The large jump ofdn3

5212.6 cm21 was attributed49 to the ~2u1! structure for
anthracene•He3. The experimental spectral shiftdn4

5221.9 cm21 for the n54 cluster was assigned49 to the
two-sided~2u2! structure, with the experimental value ofdn4

being in accord with the estimatedn(2u2)52dn(2u0)
5222.0 cm21. The anthracene•Hen clusters reveal an ir-
regular pattern of the spectral shift, with an abrupt jump
dnn versusn at n53 ~Fig. 6!, which is manifested by the
surprisingly large enhancement ofdn for dn~2u0! relative to
the ~1u1! configuration. This behavior is in marked differen
with spectral shifts of aromatic molecules with heavy ra
Downloaded 05 Feb 2009 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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gases ~Ar, Kr, Xe!, where the size dependence ofdn is
gradual and isomer specificity ofdn is small ~10%–20%!.35

We shall now show that this dramatic large difference b
tween the spectral shift for two-sided and one-sided str
tures of anthracene•He2 originates from the large amplitud
quantum motion of two He atoms on the microsurface
anthracene, which will change the balance between the
persive and repulsive contributions to the spectral shift.

The vibrational states of the~1u0! and ~2u0! cluster con-
figurations are classified according to the point symmetry
the ~one-sided! anthracene microsurface. The vibration
level structures in theS0 andS1 states are presented in Fig
7. The spectral shifts for the electronic origin of theS0

→S1 transition were calculated from the difference of t

FIG. 6. A comparison of the calculated~present work! and the experimental
~Ref. 49! red spectral shifts for anthracene•Hen , n51 – 4. The calculated
spectral shifts forn.1 clusters were obtained as sums of the spectral sh
of the ~1u0! and of the~2u0! configurations, using additivity rules.
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FIG. 7. Vibrational level diagrams for the~1u0! and for the~2u0! cluster configuration in theS0 and in theS1 electronic state. The vibrational states a
classified according to theC2v point symmetry of the~one-sided! anthracene microsurface, with the symmetry type B2 denoting wave functions being
antisymmetric with respect to thexz plane.
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1A1 state eigenvalues in theS1 andS0 electronic states~Fig.
7!. The spectral shiftdn~1u0! for the n51 (1u0) configura-
tion is calculated asdn(1u0)521.6 cm21 and is presented
in Fig. 6. This small spectral shift constitutes nea
cancellation between dispersive, attractive~red! and repul-
sive ~blue! contributions.

The spectral shift can also be approximately estima
from the first moment of the difference potentialDV ~Fig. 4!,
being given by the expectation value ofDV for the one-
particle~nuclear! densityP(x,y,z) of the vibrational ground
state ofS0 ,

dn'E
2`

`

dxE
2`

`

dyE
0

`

dzP~x,y,z!DV~z,y,z!. ~21!

Knowing the one-particle density, this approximate expr
sion can provide information concerning parts of the m
ecule that contribute to the spectral shift, and it provided
with a valuable tool for adjusting the excited state poten
V1 , presented in Sec. II A and utilized herein. The on
particle density for the~1u0! and ~2u0! configurations, which
are markedly delocalized in they direction, caused the dras
tic increase of the red spectral shift, calculated in Eq.~20!,
from 21.6 cm21 for the ~1u0! configuration to the value o
211 cm21 for the ~2u0! configuration. The marked enhanc
ment of the red spectral shift reflects on the large increas
the anisotropic delocalization due to He–He repulsi
which drives the density towards outer regions of nega
DV values~Fig. 4! in the ~2u0! configuration.

The calculated spectral shift for the~2u0! cluster, ob-
tained from the difference of the 1A1 state eigenvalues inS1

and S0 , is dn5210.7 cm21, being higher by a numerica
factor of ;7 than the corresponding spectral shift for t
~1u0! cluster. Invoking the additivity rules for anthracene•Hen

(n51 – 4) we used our theoretical results for the~1u0! and
Downloaded 05 Feb 2009 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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~2u0! configurations to calculate the spectral shift for then
52(1u1), n53(1u2), and n54(2u2) clusters. The calcu-
lated spectral shifts~Fig. 6! account well for the abrupt jump
in dn versusn betweenn52 andn53, originating from the
enhancement of dispersive interactions due to large am
tude parallel motion of the two He atoms located on one s
of the microsurface of anthracene.

C. Electronic-vibrational level structure

The calculated vibrational level structures of the~1u0!
and ~2u0! configurations~Fig. 7! provide information on
electronic-vibrational spectroscopy of anthracene•Hen clus-
ters (n51 – 4). The vibrational level structure in theS0 state
of anthracene•He1 ~Fig. 7! reveals that the lowest vibrationa
excitations are 7.3 cm21 (1B2) and 12.0 cm21(2A1), respec-
tively, so that their thermal population is negligible under t
experimental conditions of Evenet al. (T50.4 K).49,50 Ac-
cordingly, only S0(1A1)→S1(nA1) electronic-vibrational
transitions, which involve the 1A1 state as the initial state
contribute to the spectra. We calculated the transition e
gies and the Franck–Condon vibrational overlap factors
the allowedS0(1A1)→S1(nA1) electronic-vibrational exci-
tations of the~1u0! and ~2u0! configurations. These data a
lowed us to obtain the anthracene•Hen (n51 – 4) vibronic
spectra by again invoking the additivity rules. The calcula
n51 cluster spectrum corresponds to~1u0!, the calculated
n52 cluster spectrum is taken as that for (1u1)@5(1u0)
1(0u1)#, the calculatedn53 cluster spectrum was chose
as that for (2u1)@5(2u0)1(0u1)#, while the n54 calcu-
lated spectrum was attributed to (2u2)@5(2u0)1(0u2)#.
The comparison between the calculated stick spectra and
experimental spectra49,50 is presented in Fig. 8. The prom
nent calculated vibrational excitations in theS1 state origi-
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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nate from major contributions offmx,0,0@x#, f0,my,0@y#,
fmx,my,0@xy#, and of f0,0,mz@z#, f0,my,mz@yz#, where @x#,
@y#, and @z# denote the major contributions to the nucle
excitations from the corresponding one-dimensional com
nents of the basis functions and are marked in Fig. 8.
calculated transition energies and the Franck–Condon
tors for the anthracene•He1 cluster are in very good agree
ment with experiment@Fig. 8~a!#. The calculated spectr
~relative to the 0–0 origin! are 8.8 cm21@y#, 22.8 cm21@y#,
24.5 cm21@x#, 37.4 cm21@y#, and 49.0 cm21@z#. We as-
signed the experimental spectra50 as 8.3 cm21@y#,
23.2 cm21@y#, and 37.3 cm21@y# @Fig. 8~a!#. The gross fea-
tures of the vibronic S0→S1 spectra of the large
anthracene•Hen (n52 – 4) clusters@Figs. 8~b!, 8~c!, and
8~d!# are in qualitative agreement with the experimen
spectra,49,50 and the main strong spectral features can be
signed. The calculated lowest vibrationsl@y# excitation of
the ~2u0! configuration of An•He2 is at 15.6 cm21, being
considerably higher than the corresponding lowest@y# exci-
tation of An•He1(8.8 cm21!. This marked difference reflect
on the effect of He–He repulsion on the vibrational lev
structure. The first vibrational excitation of the~2u0! configu-
ration ~experimentally observed at 22.8 and 22.3 cm21 for

FIG. 8. A comparison of experimental vs calculated spectra. The calcul
vibronic lines~lower panels! are represented as sticks whose length is p
portional to the Franck–Condon factors. According to the additivity ru
the calculated spectrum of the anthracene•He2 cluster~b! is compared with
the theoretical spectrum of the~1u0! isomer, of the anthracene•He3 cluster
~c! by a superposition of the~1u0! and of the~2u0! subspectra, and of the
anthracene•He4 cluster~d! by the theoretical spectrum of the~2u0! isomer.
The nature of the vibronic transitions is labeled byx, y, andz. In panels a
and b the magnified calculated intensities of the first@y# transition exceed
the intensity range of the graphs.
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An•He3 and An•He4, respectively! is indeed considerably
higher in energy than the first vibrational excitation
An•He1(8.3 cm21!. However, this first vibrational excitation
~;22.5 cm21! is somewhat higher than the calculated ene
~15.6 cm21! of the ~2u0! configuration. There is one notabl
discrepancy in the confrontation between our theoretical
culations and experimental reality. The spectral feature
16.5 cm21 experimentally observed for then52 cluster@Fig.
8~b!#, which we attribute to the two-sided@(1u0)1(0u1)#
configuration, cannot be assigned by the theoretical calc
tions. This discrepancy calls for further work transcendent
the approximation of one-sided anthracene•He2 configura-
tions, while large amplitude nonrigid motion in excited v
brational states can result in overside crossing and nuc
tunneling of the He atom.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our study of anthracene•Hen (n51,2) clusters reveals
extensive spatial delocalization of the He atoms in
ground vibrational state, both in theS0 and S1 electronic
states. The spatial delocalization of He on anthracene
highly anisotropic. The delocalization in thez and x direc-
tions ~Table II! is confined by the perpendicular restorin
force of the aromatic frame and by the horizontal nucle
framework of a single aromatic ring and only weakly d
pends on small changes in C–He repulsion in theS1 state
and on the strong He–He repulsion. This extent of verti
~z! and horizontal spatial delocalization is expected to prev
also for He motion in a single aromatic ring of benzene36,37

or cyclopentadienyl,51 for which high resolution spectros
copy can be analyzed in terms of ‘‘apparent rigidity’’ of th
~floppy! ‘‘small’’ clusters.63 The interesting notion of nea
complete localization of the two He atoms above and be
the benzene ring in benzene•He39 inferred by Kwon and
Whaley52 is not expected to apply for large aromatic mo
ecules like anthracene.

The large 1D anisotropic spatial delocalization of H
atoms along they axis of anthracene•Hen clusters~Table II!
brings up the details of the nonrigidity64 of these systems in
their ground vibrational states. Two elements of the enhan
ment of the 1D spatial delocalization involve~i! the modifi-
cation of the He–aromatic molecule repulsive interaction
the electronicS0→S1 excitation of the microsurface, and~ii !
the role of He–He repulsive interaction in spreading t
nuclear density across the long, in-plane molecular axis.
garding the implications of He–He interactions, it should
noted that the description of the He–He interactions invol
both He–He repulsion on boson permutational symmetry
fects. Further exploration of the consequences of perm
tion symmetry will be conducted by CI studies o
anthracene•(3He)2 clusters. All large aromatic hydrocarbon
are expected to induce anisotropic delocalization. The de
of the spatial anisotropic delocalization in aroma
molecule•(4He)n clusters will depend crucially on the geom
etry and the topology of the aromatic microsurface. Line
long aromatic hydrocarbons, i.e., anthracene, tetracene,
pentacene will exhibit 1D spatial delocalization, while ‘‘ci
cular’’ aromatics, e.g., pyrene, perylene or ovalene will e

ed
-
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hibit 2D spatial delocalization of He atoms, which is e
pected to be enhanced by He–He repulsion, calling
further theoretical and experimental studies. The spec
shifts of the electronic origin of theS0→S1 transition in
nonrigid anthracene•Hen clusters (n51 – 4) arise from mu-
tually canceling dispersive~red! and repulsive~blue! contri-
butions, which result in very small overall~red! spectral
shifts for then51(1u0) andn52(1u1) clusters. The abrup
increase of the red spectral shifts forn53 andn54 mani-
fests the consequences of the nuclear dynamics of two
atoms on one side of the aromatic microsurface, which
volve the large scale nuclear motion~both in theS0 andS1

states! and the enhanced 1D delocalization in theS1 state of
these floppy clusters.

The vibrational level structure of the anthracene•Hen

(n51 – 4) clusters provides information on the energetics
the quantum states for the large amplitude nonrigid motion
the ~1u0! and ~2u0! configuration in theS1 electronic states
where 1D spatial delocalization is extensive. The good
cord between the calculated energetics and, in particular
Franck–Condon factors for then51(1u0) cluster@Fig. 8~a!#
inspires confidence in our description of the nuclear dyna
ics in these nonrigid systems. On the other hand, a disc
ancy was documented in Sec. III C between theoretical
experimental details of theS0(1A1)→S1(nA1) vibronic
spectra. This involves the excess experimental spectral
ture at 16.5 cm21 for then52 cluster@Fig. 8~b!#. This sin of
excess indicates that the additivity rules,35 which were in-
voked for the experimental assignment and the theore
description of the anthracene•Hen(n51 – 4) spectra, may no
strictly apply for the vibronic level structure. In contrast, t
experimentalS0→S1 spectra of tetracene•Hen reported by
Even and Al-Hroub50 reveal that the spectra of then51 and
n52 clusters, which can be assigned to the~1u0! and ~1u1!
configurations, respectively, exhibit the spectral shifts
their origins with dn252dn1 , and reveal an identical vi
bronic level structure, in accord with the additivity rule
Further exploration of the onset of the breakdown of
additivity rules in these M•Hen clusters will be informative.
It is also possible that, in view of the enhancement of de
calization of the He atoms in excited vibrational states,48 the
additivity rules will be applicable for the electronic origin
while in excited vibrational states deviations from additivi
due to surface crossing, may occur.

The nature and spectra of ‘‘isomeric species’’ in aroma
molecule•(4He)n clusters may be relevant for paving th
way towards the understanding of collective excitations
4He atoms confined on a large aromatic molecule and of
solvation of aromatic molecules in superfluid4He clusters.31

Of course, the notion of these ‘‘isomeric species’’ does
rely on traditional concepts of stereochemistry for isomers
rigid molecular structures, but rather are identified as~1u0! or
~2u0! configurations of nonrigid systems, which are subjec
to permutation symmetry of identical particles forn.1,
Toennieset al.31 reported a splitting~;1 cm21! of the elec-
tronic origin of theS0→S1 transition of tetracene in larg
(4He)n (n55000) clusters, which was tentatively assigned
some ‘‘isomeric species’’~or rather distinct ‘‘configura-
tions’’!. The theoretical description of theS0→S1 spectra of
Downloaded 05 Feb 2009 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
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anthracene•(4He)n(n51 – 4) clusters spectra presente
herein, reveals that the lowest excitations are exhibited
cm21 above the electronic origin. Furthermore, the spec
splitting between the electronic origins of An•Hen isomer
structures, e.g.,n52(1u1) and~2u0!, are large;8 cm21. The
experimentalS0→S1 spectra of tetracene•Hen(n51 – 10) at
0.4 K ~Ref. 50! do also not reveal any small splitting~;1
cm21! of the electronic origin. Accordingly, the spectro
scopic implications of microscopic solvation of large ar
matic molecules in superfluid4He droplets31 cannot be ac-
counted for in terms of the spectral features~vibronic
structure or isomer splitting! of the corresponding small clus
ters and require further exploration.
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